Federal authorities said Thursday the FBI could not determine who purchased or installed an electronic listening device in the office of the governor's top aide, John J. Shropshire. A small transmitter was found in the office, and an analysis of the transmitter determined that it was possible that the receiver battery, which was turned off and the antenna was broken. "At first, we thought it was fairly sophisticated, it was inoperable because it had no battery, but turned out the antenna was broken," Shropshire said. The device was turned off and the FBI was called later that day to investigate the matter. The FBI agent who came to investigate was told by Shropshire that he had not been a victim of wiretapped conversations. "I know who you are here who literally say anything to do anything to get elected. And any- thing you've got to do to get elected. You don't have any standards, you have no standards. That's the way it is. I have always thought I was the underdog," he said.

As Clinton prepared to address the nation Thursday night, top aides in Little Rock tried to fight off impressions that the president and his campaign were being overwhelmed by the issues of the recent weeks. They spent the day nervously scrambling to purchase additional television time for a new round of ads and crafted a strategy schedule to protect several key battleground states against the closing trend in the polls. "We're a little confused right now actually," said Anne Sims, an agency spokeswoman. "We're still trying to figure this out." Sims said the "voice" would be phased in on station and public service announcements on the airwaves as the FBI releases new public service announcements. An additional cost to the taxpayer is expected because of the change, she said.

Telephone operators, she said, will continue to answer the phone "Christina." CDC originated as a government program to protect World War II soldiers from malaria. Until 1940, it was the Communicable Disease Center, when it was changed to Centers for Disease Control.

Upbeat Bush steps up rhetoric to protect Tuesday's schedule line

By Ann Devvy

Bush will be cold and frosty, especially inland, whilst the eastern coast the coldest air of the season to filter in on northerly winds. Nights in the Midwest will gradually come early Friday, but eventually by midday Saturday a large and cold high pressure system will influence the weather in our area. It will be the first on the market to combat the illness that affects 4 million Americans. The illness causes severe memory loss, impaired judgment, mood swings and disorientation. Eventually, patients no longer remember names and faces of loved ones and lose their ability to speak.

Source of Wiretap in Wilder's Office Remains Undetermined

Federal authorities said Thursday the FBI could not determine who purchased or installed an electronic listening device in the office of Virginia Gov. L. Douglas Wilder's chief of staff.

U.S. Attorney Richard Cullen said there is "no basis for federal prosecution, and to the investigation. It will be turned over to the FBI, that" J.T. Shropshire, Wilder's top aide, said.

FBI agent Robert Satkowski, who joined Cullen at a news conference Thursday, said the FBI was called when it "discovered" that although it was "fairly sophisticated," it was inoperable because it had no battery, but turned on the antenna was broken.

Shropshire called his own conference two hours later to say he regretted that the investigation "concluded without identifying the perpetrators. No one in the world wants to know who did it more than me.

Cullen emphasized that the inquiry concluded Thursday is "a separate and different investigation" from the ongoing probe into the recording and distribution of a cellular phone conversation between Wilder and a political ally four years ago.

CDC Won't Answer to Its New Name

The Centers for Disease Control has a new name, but it is not sup- plemented.

CDC Director William L. Roper said Thursday, that, following congressional order, the agency's name will be the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.

"Prevention's time has come in America," Roper said in a news release. "Since we are the nation's prevention agency, we think it only appropriate that our formal title carry that message."

But because the Atlanta-based agency is so well-known to the public as CDC, it is not going to change the center acronym in verbal conversations.

"The CDC will have not changed actually," said Anne Sims, an agency spokeswoman. "We are still trying to figure this out."

Sims said the "voice" will be phased in on station and public service announcements on the airwaves as the FBI releases new public service announcements. An additional cost to the taxpayer is expected because of the change, she said.

Telephone operators, she said, will continue to answer the phone "Christina." CDC originated as a government program to protect World War II soldiers from malaria. Until 1940, it was the Communicable Disease Center, when it was changed to Centers for Disease Control.
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Weather

Cool Treats

By Marek Zdrojewski

Clouds will be slow to break following the passage of a cold front early today. Most of the country will be cloudy, especially over the northeastern plains Friday. Afternoon high temperatures will be in the upper 30s and lower 40s, with winds from the west and west-southwest.

Saturday: Mostly cloudy, with a slight chance of snow showers and thunderstorms. Snow showers may become more widespread by Sunday. High of 40°F (3°C) with light to moderate north-northwesterly winds.

Sunday: Partial clearing, quite cold with temperatures around 38°F (4°C) in the city, around freezing inland. Light winds.

Monday: Cloudy, with a slight chance of showers and thunderstorms. High of 52°F (11°C) with light to moderate northwesterly winds.

Tuesday: Partly cloudy, quite cold with temperatures around 38°F (4°C) in the city, around freezing inland. Light winds.

Wednesday: Partly cloudy, milder with temperatures around 50°F (10°C) in the city, around freezing inland. Light winds.

Thursday: Mostly cloudy, quite cold with temperatures around 38°F (4°C) in the city, around freezing inland. Light winds.

Friday: Partly cloudy, quite cold with temperatures around 38°F (4°C) in the city, around freezing inland. Light winds.

Saturday: Cloudy, with a chance of showers and thunderstorms. High of 52°F (11°C) with light to moderate northwesterly winds.

Sunday: Partly cloudy, cooler with temperatures around 50°F (10°C) in the city, around freezing inland. Light winds.

Monday: Partly cloudy, quite cold with temperatures around 38°F (4°C) in the city, around freezing inland. Light winds.

Tuesday: Mostly cloudy, quite cold with temperatures around 38°F (4°C) in the city, around freezing inland. Light winds.